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The National Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission (NGLHRC) gained a
historic win at the Kenyan Supreme Court on February 24, 2023. It was finally
able to register as an official nongovernmental organization (NGO), after a 10-
year legal battle in a country where homosexuality is outlawed.

However, the LGBTQ+ community’s celebrations were cut short by a wave of
backlash.
A day later, local organizations reported an immediate increase in “verbal and
physical attacks,” and in coastal cities, large anti-LGBTQ+ demonstrations were
held.

Similar  battles  are  currently  being  waged across  Africa  over  what  count  as
legitimate ways of loving and whose persecution is justified. Queerphobic rhetoric
is  used  by  politicians  for  narrow  political  gain.  Ghanaian  anti-LGTBQ+
campaigner Sam George said that “Ghanaian culture forbids homosexuality” and
Kenyan MP Farah Maalim characterized existing as a person who is LGTBTQ+ as
being “worse than murder.”

Old colonial laws that criminalized same-sex activity and gender variance were
left intact after countries gained independence. Many Africans remained ignorant
about precolonial Africa where queerness was present and regularly celebrated,
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because those histories were maligned. Today these colonial-era laws are still
used to oppress LGBTQ+ Africans, who receive no state support and also find
their attempts to support each other hindered by bigotry.

In  the  21st  century,  Western  influence  has  intensified  state-sponsored
homophobia in Africa. This form of neocolonialism mimics the initial colonization
of Africa through Christian missionaries. Since 2007, at least $54 million from
right-wing U.S. churches has flooded the continent to fight “against LGBT rights
and  access  to  safe  abortion,  contraceptives,  and  comprehensive  sexuality
education.”  Prominent  anti-LGBTQ+ politicians  such  as  Ugandan  Minister  of
State  for  Trade,  Industry,  and Cooperatives  David  Bahati  have  received $20
million  to  campaign heavily  for  more  draconian  legislation.  It  is  perhaps  no
surprise then that in Uganda on March 21, 2023, a new law was passed that will
“make homosexual acts punishable by death.”

Other sources of money are being levied positively to support LGBTQ+ people.
The Trans and Queer Fund (TQF) is a hopeful example of grassroots organizing
grounded in socialist and abolitionist values in Nairobi,  Kenya. The fund was
founded in March 2020 by Mumbi Makena, a feminist writer and organizer whom
I spoke to two days after the NGLHRC win. She formed TQF with her friends
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Among  left  working-class  movements  in  Nairobi,  some  TQF  team  members
noticed  many  viewed “queerness  as  a  distraction”  from other  socioeconomic
issues and there was repeated hostility toward queer and women organizers.
While  weakening  economic  growth  in  Africa  affects  everyone,  mainstream
organizations  were  not  ready  to  grapple  with  how LGBTQ+ identity  further
marginalized some Kenyans, nor reach out to them specifically.

However,  TQF was committed, and it  initially set up a mutual aid system to
provide relief funds for LGBTQ+ people whose livelihoods disappeared due to
mandated  lockdowns.  Makena  explained  that  many  queer  and  transgender
Kenyans work in the service and hospitality industries, which are more accepting
of  them.  During  the  pandemic,  LGBTQ+-friendly  NGOs  were  constrained  by
donors and could not repurpose previously allocated funds to COVID-19 relief.
However, TQF was able to be agile and responsive from the start, working in an
unbureaucratic,  nonhierarchical  way.  TQF works  on  a  volunteer  basis  online
through Twitter and Instagram accounts and distributes funds through mobile
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money.

Over  three years,  TQF has  raised and disbursed an impressive  $50,000 and
assisted  over  1,000  individuals.  It  supports  its  community  in  inventive
ways—covering bus fares for people to attend marches and managing furniture
donations for those creating transgender safe houses. The ease of accessing the
Trans and Queer Fund means LGBTQ+ people have somewhere to turn if they get
disowned  by  their  families  or  need  money  for  medical  treatment  after
experiencing homophobic violence. The mutual aid relies on contributions coming
largely from individuals within Kenya, but also from Canada, the United States,
and the United Kingdom. It describes its initiative as “working toward a future
where all people are free from imperialism, capitalism, cisheteropatriarchy and
ethnonationalism.” It encourages everyone who comes into contact with TQF to
try to understand it as a commons, a collective resource. The next step for the
group, Makena says, is political education, so both fundraisers and beneficiaries
can “start to form radical analyses of what is happening in the world.”

NGOs have been instrumental in achieving some successes on behalf of LGBTQ+
Africans.  For  example,  they  spearheaded  advocacy  that  led  to  the
decriminalization of homosexuality in Botswana and Angola, in 2019 and 2021,
respectively. But the law has its limitations. Without a shift in social attitudes,
societies like South Africa, home to what is described as “the most progressive
constitution  in  the  world,”  still  suffer  from  homophobic  violence  and
discrimination. In 2019, NGOs tried to get the Kenyan Supreme Court to rule that
sections 162 and 165 of the Penal Code, which criminalize homosexuality, were
unconstitutional, but the legal petition was unsuccessful.

As  Makena  points  out,  solely  changing  the  law  doesn’t  automatically  make
LGBTQ+ people safer. She warns against narrowing queer liberation to a liberal
rights framework that does not address the everyday realities faced by working-
class  LGBTQ+ people.  Makena remarks,  “We must  forge  greater  solidarities
within left movements in Kenya but also with LGBTQ+ people overseas who are
often notably silent on the intersections between anti-imperialism and our fight
for queer dignity and safety.”

A ripple effect of homophobic laws is that they can eliminate support for those
with HIV/AIDS and sex workers, two groups that sometimes overlap with the
LGBTQ+  community.  Any  outreach  may  be  misrepresented  as  promoting
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homosexuality,  and  in  the  case  of  the  new  Uganda  law,  anyone  “abetting
homosexuality”  will  be  punished.  With  a  continent  already  facing  the
repercussions of the ‘global gag rule’ that decreased overseas funding for sexual
and reproductive health and rights, this will certainly affect health care for both
LGBTQ+ and heterosexual people alike.

Due to the severe consequences of foreign interference, it becomes even more
crucial for African countries to fund their own welfare systems. While intolerance
of LGBTQ+ Africans endures, efforts to organize to meet their needs through
initiatives like mutual aid endure. TQF encourages others to set up similar mutual
funds  to  strengthen  community.  “Long-term,”  Makena  says,  “we  don’t  want
LGBTQ+ people to only be passive beneficiaries of the funds or deradicalized; we
want people to reflect on TQF and be active participants in their own liberation,
collectively defining the agenda.”

It is long past time that African communities learned to be more accepting of
diversity and acknowledged that all our fates are linked. It is worth “returning to
the source” to rediscover Indigenous African cultural traditions around gender
variance to enable more flexible responses to gay and transgender people today.
Freedom in its fullest sense includes the right to privacy, and the right to love and
build family structures of  one’s  choosing.  LGBTQ+ Africans,  like every other
group, should be allowed to organize for their own freedom. We will continue to
despite the daily challenges to our humanity.
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Is A Livable Future Still Possible?
Chomsky And Pollin  Discuss  The
IPCC Report.

Noam Chomsky

The report from the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change shows how
capitalism undergirds the climate crisis.

The UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has released a new
climate report which updates and combines the findings from all past reports in
the IPCC’s sixth assessment. The synthesis report urges immediate action to curb
global warming and secure a livable future for all. In this exclusive interview for
Truthout, Noam Chomsky and Robert Pollin offer remarkable insights on what the
new IPCC report means and implications for action, on both the political and
financial front, that its findings entail.

Noam Chomsky is institute professor emeritus in the department of linguistics
and philosophy at MIT and laureate professor of linguistics and Agnese Nelms
Haury Chair in the Program in Environmental and Social Justice at the University
of Arizona. One of the world’s most cited scholars in modern history and a critical
public intellectual regarded by millions of people as a national and international
treasure, Chomsky has published more than 150 books in linguistics, political and
social thought, political economy, media studies, U.S. foreign policy and world
affairs, and climate change. Robert Pollin is distinguished professor of economics
and  co-director  of  the  Political  Economy  Research  Institute  (PERI)  at  the
University  of  Massachusetts-Amherst.  One of  the  world’s  leading progressive
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economists, Pollin has published scores of books and academic articles on jobs
and macroeconomics, labor markets, wages and poverty, and environmental and
energy economics. He was selected by Foreign Policy Magazine as one of the
“100 Leading Global Thinkers for 2013.” Chomsky and Pollin are co-authors of
Climate Crisis and the Global Green New Deal: The Political Economy of Saving
the Planet (2020).

C.J. Polychroniou: The IPCC has just released a synthesis report which is based on
the content of its Sixth Assessment Report, i.e.,  contributions from the Three
Working Groups and the three Special  Reports.  In sum, we have a synthesis
report of scientific assessments on climate change published since 2018, except
that the new report paints an even more troubling picture: We are closer than
ever before to reaching or surpassing a 1.5-degree Celsius temperature rise and
“continued emissions will further affect all major climate system components.”
Drawing on the findings of hundreds of scientists that have contributed to the
IPCC’s Sixth Assessment Report (AR6), the IPCC’s synthesis report states that “in
the near term, every region in the world is projected to face further increases in
climate hazards (medium to high confidence, depending on region and hazard),
increasing multiple  risks  to  ecosystems and humans (very  high confidence).”
Accordingly,  the  authors  of  the  synthesis  report  assert  that  limiting  global
warming requires “net zero” carbon dioxide emissions and that the window of
opportunity “to secure a livable and sustainable future for all” is “rapidly closing”
and call for urgent climate action on all fronts. Indeed, in the synthesis report, its
authors contend that there are major opportunities “for scaling up climate action”
and only lack of political will is holding us back.

Noam, what are your thoughts on the new IPCC report? I don’t suppose you are
surprised by any of its findings or policy recommendations.

Noam Chomsky: IPCC reports are consensus documents. Hence, they tend to err
on the side of understatement. This one strikes me as different. It seems that
desperation within the scientific community has reached such a level that the
gloves are off and they feel the time has come to be blunt. Time is brief. Decisive
action  is  an  urgent  necessity.  Opportunities  exist.  If  they  are  not  taken,
vigorously, we might as well say: “Too bad, was nice knowing you.”

The report highlights the failure of “political will.” Fair enough. If we care enough
about decent survival to act decisively, we should take a close look at this concept



and what it means for existing societies; or better, for societies we have some
hope of attaining within the constraints of the time span for necessary action. We
must, in short, have a clear understanding of the institutional structures within
which political will can have concrete consequences.

Where is political will exercised? In the streets, to adopt the familiar metaphor,
meaning among an informed, active, organized public. Insofar as that form of
political will is exercised, it may — in this case, must — reach and influence
centers of power, private and state, closely linked.

Let’s be concrete. Congress just passed “landmark legislation” on climate, the
Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) of 2022. It is hailed as the most significant clean
energy and climate legislation in the history of the nation, “a new day for climate
action in the United States.”

That is accurate. It is also a sad commentary on the history and prospects for
“climate action.”

While not without positive features, the Act is a pale shadow of the legislation
proposed  by  the  Biden  administration  under  the  impetus  of  intense  popular
activism,  channeled  primarily  through  Bernie  Sanders’s  office.  In  related
developments,  similar  initiatives  reached  Congress  in  the  Green  New  Deal
Resolution reintroduced in 2021 by Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and Ed Markey.

The Biden proposal would indeed have been “landmark legislation” had it been
enacted. While insufficient in light of the emergency we face, it would have been
a long step forward. It was cut down step-by-step by 100 percent Republican
opposition to anything that might address the most severe crisis of human history
— and infringe on their  passionate service to  extreme wealth and corporate
power.  Joined  by  a  few right-wing  Democrats,  GOP radicalism succeeded  in
removing most of the substance of the original proposal.

To understand our political institutions, it is important to recall that adamant GOP
dedication to environmental destruction is not mere sociopathic sadism. In 2008,
Republican  presidential  candidate  John  McCain  introduced  a  limited  climate
initiative in his program, and congressional Republicans were also considering
some measures.

For years, the huge Koch brothers’ energy conglomerate had been working hard
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to ensure that the GOP would not veer from climate denialism. When they heard
of  this  deviation,  they  launched  a  juggernaut  to  restore  orthodoxy:  bribery,
intimidation, lobbying, astroturfing, all  the devices available to unaccountable
concentrated economic power. It worked, quickly and effectively. From then until
today it’s hard to detect any GOP departure from abject service to the demand of
concentrated power that we must race to destruction (and profit, during the few
years ahead in which it will matter).

This is perhaps an extreme example, but it is not very far from the norm in the
reigning form of state capitalism. That is particularly so in the era of savage
capitalism called neoliberalism, basically a form of bitter class war disguised in
grossly  misleading  terminology  of  “free  markets,”  as  practice  reveals  with
brilliant clarity.

Returning to the IRA, one basic component is an array of devices to induce the
fossil fuel industry and financial institutions that support it to please act more
nicely. The devices are mainly bribery and subsidy, including the gift of federal
lands to exploit for oil extraction for decades to come, long after we pass tipping
points for irreversible climate destruction.

The choice of tactics is understandable given existing institutional structures. It is
well understood in the elite culture that all concerns must be subordinated to the
welfare of the masters of the private economy. That is Moses and the Prophets, to
paraphrase Marx. Unless the masters are happy, we are lost.

During World War II, the whole of society was mobilized for the war effort. But as
Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson observed, “If you are going to try to go to war,
or to prepare for war, in a capitalist country, you have got to let business make
money out of the process or business won’t work.” Business leaders were called
upon “to run the agencies that coordinated production, [but] they remained on
company payrolls, still cognizant of the interests of the corporations they ran. A
common pattern, which provided an incentive to businesses to cooperate, was the
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee system, whereby the government guaranteed all development
and production costs and then paid a percentage profit on the goods produced.”

First  things first.  It  is  important to win the war,  but more important “to let
business make money out of the process.” That is the real Golden Rule, the Rule
that must be observed, not only during the most destructive war in history, but
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even in the far greater war in which human society is now engaged: the war to
preserve organized human life on Earth.

The highest principle of our institutional structures also reveals their intrinsic
lunacy. It is as if the Mexican government were to appeal to the drug cartels to
reduce their mass slaughter by offering them some bribes and payments.

We can hardly be surprised that when oil prices shot up after Putin’s invasion of
Ukraine,  the  oil  companies  politely  informed us:  Sorry  folks,  No Dice.  Their
bulging profits could be enhanced even further by curtailing their very limited
commitment to sustainable energy and running after the big money, whatever the
consequences for life on Earth.

It is all too familiar. We may recall the COP26 Glasgow UN Conference on climate
in October 2021. U.S. delegate John Kerry was ecstatic that the market was now
on  our  side.  How can  we  lose?  BlackRock  and  other  asset  managers  were
promising  to  provide  tens  of  trillions  of  dollars  to  the  cause  of  sustainable
development — with two small provisos: their benevolent investments must be
profitable, and accompanied by firm guarantees that they will be risk-free. All
thanks to the friendly taxpayer, who is regularly called upon to ride to the rescue
in our neoliberal bailout economy, to adopt the phrase of economists Robert Pollin
and Gerald Epstein.

I’ve occasionally cited Adam Smith’s observation that in all ages, the “masters of
mankind” — those who hold economic power — adhere to their “vile maxim”: “all
for ourselves, nothing for other people.”

In the present context, the observation is a little misleading. Rulers with supreme
power can afford some degree of benevolence to their subjects, even at a cost to
their immense wealth. Capitalist systems do not permit such deviation from the
vile maxim. The basic rules are that you pursue profit and market share, or you’re
out of the game. Only insofar as an organized public compels bending of the rules
can we expect deviation from the vile maxim.

Many have expressed puzzlement that CEOs of fossil  fuel companies and the
banks that lend to them can consciously sacrifice their grandchildren to amassing
even more wealth than what already surpasses the dreams of avarice. They can
offer a convincing answer: Yes, that’s what I’m doing, but if I depart from this
practice, I will be replaced by someone who keeps to it, and who may not have my
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good will, which might mitigate the tragedy somewhat.

Again, it is the lunacy of the institutions that prevails.

We can add some of Adam Smith’s closely related words of wisdom: thanks to
their  control  of  the economy,  the masters of  mankind become the “principal
architects” of state policy and ensure that their own interests are “most peculiarly
attended to” no matter how “grievous” the effects on others. Hardly an unfamiliar
sight.

he same unaccountable power has a substantial impact on prevailing doctrines,
what Gramsci called “hegemonic common sense.” Polls show that voters who
identify as Republicans have little concern for “climate change” — to adopt the
conventional euphemism for boiling the planet. That’s not too surprising. What
they hear from their leaders and echo chambers like Fox News is that if climate
change is  even happening,  it  hardly  matters.  It’s  just  another  concoction  of
“liberal elites” in their insidious campaigns, along with “grooming” of children by
the “sadistic pedophiles” who run the Democratic Party (believed by almost half
of GOP voters), fostering the “Great Replacement” to destroy the repressed white
race,  and  whatever  may  be  devised  next  to  keep  the  rabble  in  line  while
legislative programs stab them in the back.

I don’t want to suggest that the GOP is alone in the infamy. Far from it. They have
just driven class war to extremes that would be comical if the impact were not so
ominous.

I mentioned one component of the IRA: gifts and subsidies to the malefactors to
induce them to act more nicely. There is a second component: industrial policy, a
radical departure from professed neoliberal doctrine. In this case, substantial
subsidies to private power to restore a domestic chip industry. That raises further
questions: Should the profits from public largesse be directed to the pockets of
wealthy shareholders and stock options for the super-rich management class? Or
should  the  social  product  be  distributed  differently,  including  the  forgotten
general public? Questions that shouldn’t be overlooked.

Also not to be overlooked is the broader context of the effort to reconstruct part
of  the industrial  economy that was dispatched abroad by the masters of  the
economy for their own welfare. The effort is part of the broader commercial war
against China, designed to prevent its economic development. One priority in that



war is to coerce European, Korean and Japanese advanced industry to give up
their  major  market  and source  of  raw materials  in  China  in  order  to  serve
Washington’s campaign to preserve global hegemony. How this will turn out, we
do not know. But it merits attention and thought.

These are broad brush strokes, overlooking much of great import. Nevertheless, I
think the general  picture is  a useful  framework for thinking about the tasks
ahead. One plausible conclusion is that there is little hope within the institutional
structure of savage capitalism. Can this be changed sufficiently within a realistic
time span, with the savage element of the amalgam reduced or eliminated? It’s
hardly  utopian to  think  that  the  savagery  can be  reversed with  a  return  to
something like the capitalism of the Eisenhower years, which, with all its severe
flaws, is regarded with some justice as the “golden years” of state capitalism.
Taming the worst excesses of the class war of the past decades is surely feasible.

Would that suffice to allow the “political will” of the streets to deter the worst, to
open the way to the better future that can realistically be envisioned? There’s
only one way to find out: Dedication to the task.

Robert Pollin

Bob, what are your own thoughts on the new IPCC report? Can “net zero” carbon
dioxide emissions be reached across all sectors before mid-century? If so, where
do we start, and how? But before you answer this part of the question, does “net
zero” mean zero emissions? To be sure, is there such a thing as “net zero” or
“zero carbon?”

Robert Pollin: For 2022, total global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions reached 40.5
billion  tons.  Of  this  total,  36.6  billion  tons,  or  90  percent  of  all  2022  CO2
emissions, were produced by burning oil, coal and natural gas to produce energy.
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The remaining 3.9 billion tons, equal to 10 percent of the total, were generated by
land use changes, primarily deforestation to clear land for corporate agriculture
and mining. The 2022 global emissions total was slightly below the peak figure for
2019, i.e., the year just prior to the COVID lockdown. Global emissions did fall in
2020 due to the lockdown, but only by about 6 percent, and then began rising
again in 2021, as the global economy emerged out of the lockdown. Since its
landmark 2018 report, the IPCC has become increasingly insistent that, in order
to have even a reasonable chance of stabilizing the rise in the average global
temperature by 1.5 degrees Celsius relative to pre-industrial levels, global CO2
emissions need to be cut roughly in half, to 20 billion tons, as of 2030 and then to
reach “net zero” emissions by 2050.

You are absolutely on target to ask what exactly the term “net zero” really means
here.  In  fact,  by  itself,  that  one  small  word  “net”  in  the  phrase  “net  zero
emissions” creates massive opportunities for fudging and outright obfuscation
around climate solutions.  Fossil  fuel  producers and anyone else now reaping
profits from selling fossil  fuels are committed to exploiting these obfuscation
opportunities to the maximum.

The point is that the term “net zero” allows for scenarios in which CO2 emissions
remain at some significant positive level by 2050, i.e., that we are still burning oil,
coal  and  natural  gas  to  produce  energy  and  are  still  razing  forested  areas,
starting with the Amazon rainforest. The way we would supposedly reach net zero
emissions under such scenarios would entail extracting the ongoing emissions out
of  the atmosphere through various  measures  falling under  the term “carbon
capture” technologies.

What are carbon capture technologies? To date, there is exactly one, and only
one, such technology that has been proven to be effective and safe. That is to
plant trees. More specifically, I am referring to afforestation — i.e., increasing
forest  cover  or  density  in  previously  non-forested  or  deforested  areas.
Reforestation, the more commonly used term, is one component of afforestation.
Afforestation works for the simple reason that living trees absorb CO2. This is
also why deforestation releases CO2 into the atmosphere, contributing to global
heating.

The big question with afforestation is, realistically, how large can its impact be as
a means of counteracting ongoing CO2 emissions from burning fossil fuels? One
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careful study by Mark Lawrence and colleagues at the Research Institute for
Sustainability  in  Potsdam,  Germany,  concludes  that  afforestation  could
realistically  reduce CO2 levels  by between 0.5 and 3.5 billion tons per  year
through 2050. As noted above, current global CO2 levels are at about 40 billion
tons. If the estimate by Lawrence and coauthors is even approximately correct, it
follows that afforestation can certainly serve as a complementary intervention
within a broader climate program. But afforestation cannot bear the major burden
of clearing the atmosphere of CO2 if  we continue to burn fossil  fuels to any
significant extent.

Beyond afforestation are a range of high-tech measures that, according to its
fossil fuel industry proponents, will be able to capture CO2 and then either store
it in underground reservoirs for all time or recycle and reuse it as a fuel source.
However, none of these technologies are close to being capable of operating on a
commercial  basis  at  scale,  despite  the  fact  that,  for  decades,  the  fossil  fuel
companies have had huge incentives to make these technologies work.

In fact, in the final drafting of the most recent IPCC report, fossil-fuel producing
countries lobbied hard to feature carbon capture technologies as a major climate
solution. Still further, the upcoming global climate conference, COP28, will be
held in November and December 2023 in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). The
COP28 president-designate Sultan al-Jaber, who is also the head of the UAE’s
state-owned oil  company Adnoc,  has been,  according to the Financial  Times,
“consistent  in  stressing the need for  a  reduction in  emissions rather  than a
reduction in fossil fuel production.” In other words, according to al-Jaber, Adnoc
and other oil-producing companies should be allowed to keep swimming in oil
profits while we gamble the fate of the planet on technologies that don’t work
now and may never work. The latest IPCC report itself concluded that global rates
of carbon capture deployment are “far below” what is needed for any viable
climate stabilization project. The IPCC emphasized that implementation of carbon
capture  and  storage  “faces  technological,  economic,  institutional,  ecological,
environmental and sociocultural barriers.”

Let’s now return to the first part of your question: whether net zero emissions are
achievable by 2050 when we allow that afforestation can, at most, extract 5 to 10
percent of the current level of emissions from burning fossil fuels? In other words,
is it possible to effectively eliminate fossil fuel consumption throughout the global
economy by 2050? The short answer is, yes. I say this even while recognizing that,
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at present, about 85 percent of current global energy supplies are produced by
burning oil, coal and natural gas. We also need to allow that people are still going
to need to consume energy to light, heat and cool buildings; to power cars, buses,
trains and airplanes and to operate computers and industrial machinery; among
other uses.

Still, purely as an analytic, economic and policy challenge — i.e., independent of
all the forces arrayed to defend fossil fuel profits at all costs — it is entirely
realistic to allow that global CO2 emissions can be driven to net zero by 2050. By
my higher-end estimate, it will require an average level of investment spending
throughout the global economy of about 2.5 percent of global GDP per year to
build  a  global  clean-energy  infrastructure  to  supplant  our  existing  fossil-fuel
dominant infrastructure. That translates into about $2 trillion in today’s global
economy, and an average of about $4.5 trillion per year between now and 2050.
This is obviously a lot of money. But, as a share of annual GDP, it is about one-
tenth of  what the U.S.  and other high-income countries spent to prevent an
economic collapse during the COVID lockdown.  These investments should be
focused on two areas: 1) dramatically improving energy efficiency standards in
the  stock  of  buildings,  automobiles  and  public  transportation  systems  and
industrial production processes; and 2) equally dramatically expanding the supply
of clean renewable energy sources — primarily solar and wind power — available
to all sectors and in all regions of the globe, at competitive prices relative to fossil
fuels.

These investments are centerpieces of the global Green New Deal. As such, they
will also be a major new source of job creation in all regions of the world. This is
because building a new global  energy infrastructure requires people at  work
doing their jobs — all kinds of jobs, across the board, including roofers, plumbers,
truck  drivers,  machinists,  accountants,  office  managers,  train  engineers,
researchers and lawyers. In fact, building a global clean-energy infrastructure
requires about two to three times more people to do these jobs than to maintain
our existing fossil fuel-dominant energy infrastructure.

The global clean energy transition will  also deliver cheaper energy. The U.S.
Energy Information Administration predicts that the overall cost of generating a
kilowatt-hour of electricity from solar or wind power will be roughly half that of
coal and nuclear power by 2027. Raising efficiency standards on top of the clean
energy investments also means that operating our various types of machinery
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requires us to buy less energy, any kind of energy — e.g., fewer kilowatt hours to
warm, cool and light buildings, or transport ourselves from one place to the next.
Small-scale, low-cost clean energy infrastructures can also be built in the roughly
30 percent of rural areas in developing countries that, to date, still do not have
access to electricity.

As we discussed recently, there have been major positive developments over the
past year, with clean energy investments having grown rapidly in both the U.S.
and Western Europe. Yet, at the same time, the profits of the major oil companies
reached an all-time high in 2022 of $200 billion. Moreover, politicians continue to
genuflect before the oil  companies. President Biden’s decision to approve the
huge Willow oil drilling project on federally owned land in Alaska is the most
recent case in point. This is after Biden had campaigned in 2020 on a pledge of
“no more drilling on federal lands, period.”

In  short,  true  net  zero  emissions  —  with  the  “net”  referring  only  to  CO2
absorption through afforestation at a level of perhaps 5 to 10 percent of current
emissions — is entirely feasible technically and economically. But it will continue
to  be  a  massive  political  struggle.  Rhetoric  notwithstanding,  the  fossil  fuel
corporations — the public companies like Adnoc in the UAE as well as the private
companies like ExxonMobil — have no intention of relinquishing their profits in
the name of saving the planet.

Noam, what Bob just said about the transition to a green economy sounds very
logical to me, but as the new IPCC report clearly states, such action entails not
merely access to major sources of funding and technology but also coordination at
all  levels  of  governance,  consensus  among  diverse  interests,  and  of  course,
international cooperation. Obviously, humanity has in front of it a herculean task.
And I suppose many would say that it is not realistic to expect so much out of
human nature and today’s political institutions. What would be your reply to such
rather  pessimistic  but  not  necessarily  thoughtless  considerations  given  the
political history of the world?

Noam  Chomsky:  The  crucial  phrase  is  “human  nature  and  today’s  political
institutions.” On the latter, it’s hard to see much hope under today’s political
institutions, that is, the savage capitalism instituted under the bitter class war
misleadingly  called  “neoliberalism.”  There  is  no  need  to  review  again  its
deleterious impact. As usual, the most brutal punishment has been administered
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to the most vulnerable in the rich societies and particularly beyond. Much of the
Global South had to endure harsh structural adjustment programs with effects
ranging from the “lost decades” in Latin America to severe disruptions of the
social order in Yugoslavia and Rwanda that are a large part of the background for
the horrors that followed.

Many defend and even highly praise the “neoliberal” era. Of course, we expect
that  among  the  beneficiaries  of  the  highway  robbery  that  transferred  an
estimated $50 trillion from the working and middle classes in the U.S. to the top 1
percent,  according  to  the  Rand  corporation  study  that  we’ve  discussed.  But
defenders extend to serious analysts, who rightly hail the lifting of hundreds of
billions of people from poverty — overwhelmingly in China, not exactly a model of
the “free market capitalism” hailed by neoliberal enthusiasts.

Also overlooked is that the methods adopted to bring about this welcome result,
along with the great harm it imposed, were not dictated by “sound economics.”
The driving force was again the vile maxim. The optimal way to pursue it is to set
working people in competition with one another while offering enormous gifts to
capital. These include the highly protectionist investor rights agreements of the
Clinton years, absurdly called “free trade agreements.” Detailed alternatives were
proposed by the labor movement and Congress’s own research bureau, the Office
of  Technology  Assessment  (quickly  dismantled).  These  alternative  programs
aimed  to  create  a  high-growth,  high-wage  international  economy  in  which
working people of all countries would benefit. In the era of bitter class war, they
were not even considered.

We can reasonably conclude that savage capitalism offers little hope for survival.

The best hope, as mentioned earlier, is to defang the savagery while recognizing
that dismantling the anti-human capitalist order is a longer-term and continuing
project.  That project does not conflict  with the urgent task of mitigating the
savagery. On the contrary, the two efforts should be mutually reinforcing.

What can we say, then, about the role of human nature? In some domains, quite a
lot. A good deal has been learned about fundamental human cognitive nature, but
these discoveries at  most provide some suggestive hints in the domains that
concern us here, where little can be said with much confidence.

If we look over history, we see vast differences in what accords with human
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nature. Behavior that was considered normal in the past arouses horror today.
That’s true even of the recent past. A dramatic illustration of the range of options
that accord with basic human nature is Germany. In the 1920s, it represented the
peak of Western civilization in the arts and sciences, and was also regarded as a
model of democracy. A decade later it descended to the depths of depravity. A
decade after that it was returning to an earlier course. The same people, the same
genes, the same fundamental human nature, differently expressed with changing
circumstances.

There are innumerable examples. One case of great relevance to our current
discussion is attitudes towards employment. After four decades of the neoliberal
assault, it is a high aspiration to find relatively secure employment instead of
being left to the precarity designed by contemporary savage capitalism. A century
earlier, in the aftermath of World War I, there were major efforts in Western
industrial societies to create a very different social order in which working people
would be freed from the fetters of capitalist autocracy: guild socialism in England,
worker-run enterprises  in  Italy,  many other  initiatives.  They posed a  serious
threat to the capitalist order. The initiatives were crushed in many ways. In the
U.S.,  the  extreme  violence  of  Wilson’s  Red  Scare  crushed  a  vibrant  labor
movement along with social democratic politics, with some revival in the New
Deal years but under constant bitter assault.

In earlier years, working people regarded having a job — that is, subordination to
a master for most of one’s waking life — as an intolerable attack on elementary
human rights and dignity,  a  form of  virtual  slavery.  “Wage slavery” was the
conventional  term.  The slogan of  the first  great  U.S.  labor  organization,  the
Knights  of  Labor,  was  that  “they  who work  in  the  mills  should  own them.”
Working people should not be subject to the orders of the masters of mankind. At
the same time, radical farmers were organizing to free themselves from the grip
of northeastern bankers and market managers, seeking to create a “cooperative
commonwealth.” These were the authentic Populists.

There were promising steps to bring together the agrarian and industrial popular
classes. As throughout American history, these efforts were crushed by state and
private power.  American society  is  unusual  among industrial  societies  in  the
power of the masters of the economy and their high level of class consciousness, a
feature of American exceptionalism among industrial democracies that has many
ramifications.



The transition from regarding subordination to a master as an intolerable attack
on basic human dignity and rights to seeking it as the highest aspiration in life
involved  no  change  in  human  nature.  Same  human  nature.  Different
circumstances.

Progressing to a livable society should enhance many aspects of our fundamental
nature:  mutual  aid,  sympathy  for  others,  the  right  to  participate  freely  in
determining social policy, and much else. At the same time, it will inevitably limit
other options that for many are important parts of a meaningful existence.

Transition  to  a  sustainable  economy  is  an  inescapable  necessity.  It  can  be
achieved in a manner that will provide a much better life. But it will not be easy,
or without significant burdens.

Bob, finance is key to containing global warming. Yet,  the world economy is
always in the midst of  some sort  of  crisis  or another,  and nowadays,  a new
banking crisis may be underway. Is there sufficient global capital and liquidity to
overcome political inaction so global emissions can be reduced by over 40 percent
by 2030, which seems to be an absolute must if a climate breakdown is to be
averted?

Robert Pollin: There are certainly more than sufficient financial resources that
could be mobilized to pay for a full-scale clean energy transition. As I noted
above, we need to channel about 2.5 percent of global GDP per year into clean
energy  investments.  This  compares  with  the  high-income  economies  having
injected  about  25  percent  of  GDP into  bailout  operations  during  the  COVID
lockdown. As it is, global subsidies for fossil fuels doubled in 2022 to $1.1 trillion.
Repurposing  just  these  funds  into  supporting  clean  energy  consumption  and
investments, as opposed to continuing to underwrite oil company price gouging
and profiteering,  could itself  provide nearly  half  the funding required in the
current global economy.

Under effective policies, the latest banking sector turmoil in the U.S. and Europe
should not create any barrier to channeling large-scale funding into clean energy
investments.  To  the  contrary,  effective  policies  can  enable  clean  energy
investments to become a low-risk safe haven for investors, as they should be. This
can then serve to help stabilize the financial system overall.

As one example, the U.S. government could issue green bonds, which would then
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carry zero risk of default for private holders of these bonds, as with all other U.S.
Treasury  securities  (assuming  the  U.S.  House  Republicans  still  possess  the
minimal sliver of sanity necessary to enable the federal government’s debt ceiling
to  rise).  The government  could  then utilize  these  funds,  as  one example,  to
procure solar and wind power from private firms to supply the government’s
electricity consumption needs. Private clean energy suppliers would then operate
with long-term guaranteed fixed contracts with the government. This would serve
as  another  source  of  stability  within  the  financial  system.  Because  the
government would be guaranteeing these markets, the profits of the clean energy
suppliers would then also be regulated and limited, as they are now for public
utilities.

The federal government could also channel a significant share of its green bond
funds to developing economies. This would enable those of us in rich countries to
meet our obligation to help finance the clean energy transformation in these
economies,  given  that  the  U.S.  and  other  rich  countries  are  almost  entirely
responsible for having created the climate crisis in the first place. At the same
time,  the  green  bonds  used  for  this  purpose  would  still  be  U.S.  Treasury
securities, and would therefore still carry zero default risk.

Similar green bond initiatives could also readily be undertaken in all high-income
economies. The overall impact would be to stabilize the global financial system
with safe government-backed investments that also happen to be fulfilling the
vital function of advancing the global climate stabilization project, as opposed to
feeding yet more useless speculative frenzies on Wall Street.

Source: https://truthout.org/
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Sub-Imperialism  And
Multipolarity: Brazil’s Dilemma
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Galeano Names the Problem
In the Open Veins of Latin America Eduardo Galeano described an 1870 genocidal
war of regime change waged on Paraguay by a Triple Alliance of its neighbors,
Argentina,  Uruguay,  and Brazil,  on behalf  of  British imperialism.  The target,
nationalist president Solano Lopez, died in battle. The country lost 56,000 square
miles of territory. Paraguay’s population was reduced by 83.3 percent. By the
end, Galeano wrote: “Brazil had performed the role the British had assigned it.”
Before the intervention,  “Paraguay had telegraphs,  a  railroad,  and numerous
factories manufacturing construction materials, textiles, linens, ponchos, paper
and ink, crockery, and gunpowder… the Ibycui foundry made guns, mortars, and
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ammunition  of  all  calibers… the  steel  industry… belonged  to  the  state.  The
country had a merchant fleet… the state virtually monopolized foreign trade; it
supplied  yerba mate  and tobacco to  the  southern part  of  the  continent  and
exported  valuable  woods  to  Europe…  With  a  strong  and  stable  currency,
Paraguay was wealthy enough to carry out great public works without recourse to
foreign capital… Irrigation works, dams and canals, and new bridges and roads
substantially helped to raise agricultural production. The native tradition of two
crops a year, abandoned by the conquistadors, was revived.” After the war: “it
was not only the population and great chunks of territory that disappeared, but
customs  tariffs,  foundries,  rivers  closed  to  free  trade,  and  economic
independence…  Everything  was  looted  and  everything  was  sold:  lands  and
forests, mines, yerba mate farms, school buildings.”

Summarizing  all  this,  Galeano  wrote:  “Paraguay  has  the  double  burden  of
imperialism and subimperialism.”

“Subimperialism,”  Galeano  continued,  “has  a  thousand  faces.”  Paraguayan
soldiers joined an intervention against the Dominican Republic in 1965, under the
command of a Brazilian general, Panasco Alvim. Paraguay “gave Brazil an oil
concession on its territory, but the fuel distribution and petrochemical business
[was] in U.S. hands.” The U.S. also controlled the university, the army, and the
black  market  as  well,  of  which  Galeano  wrote:  “Through  open  contraband
channels, Brazilian industrial products invade the Paraguayan market, but the
Sao Paulo factories that produce them have belonged to U.S. corporations since
the denationalizing avalanche of recent years.”

Elaborating on Brazil’s sub-imperial function since 1964, Galeano wrote: “A very
influential military clique pictures the country as the great administrator of U.S.
interests in the region, and calls on Brazil to become the same sort of boss over
the south as the [U.S.] is over Brazil itself.”

Ruy Mauro Marini Analyzes the Phenomenon
It  is  perhaps  no  coincidence  that  the  leading  scholarly  authority  on  sub-
imperialism is the Brazilian scholar Ruy Mauro Marini. Mauro’s 1977 article was
published  shortly  after  Galeano’s  book.  To  understand  “global  capitalist
accumulation and subimperialism” some background on the theory of imperialism
set out by Lenin is in order, and more recent books like Zak Cope’s The Wealth of
Some Nations and Patnaik and Patnaik’s A Theory of Imperialism teach the theory
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eloquently. The key concepts are unequal exchange and value transfer, magical
processes through which the wealthy countries exchange smaller  amounts of
labor for larger amounts of labor from the poor countries. The mechanisms are
many:  patent  regimes,  Western  corporate  control  of  Global  South  resources,
denomination of oil and other commodities in U.S. dollars, IMF and Western-bank
loan terms and draconian rescue packages,  Western arms sales  and military
training programs—all backed up by the threat of sanctions, coups, invasions, and
“color  revolutions,”  which happen frequently  enough to  remind Global  South
governments to stay in line. In Imperialism,  Lenin described the pressure on
wealthy countries to “go imperialist:” winners in the Western domestic market
invariably consolidate and tend towards monopoly; these winners are invariably
coordinated increasingly through banks and financial  interests;  throwing new
investments in to a mature market brings lower returns than they can get in
newly opened ones, so the financiers seek colonies to get high returns on their
growing piles of capital; the colonies also address their interests in labor and raw
materials that are cheap (or ideally, free, through theft).

Mauro shows how this dynamic can lead to sub-imperialism if the context is right.
Sub-imperialism, he writes,  is  “the form assumed by the dependent economy
when it reaches the stage of monopoly and finance capital,” and it has two basic
components.

The first is a “relatively autonomous” expansionist policy that functions under the
overall umbrella of U.S. hegemony.

The second is what Mauro calls a “medium” organic composition of capital. To
explain this concept an example comparison will suffice: an economy with a high
organic  composition  of  capital  is  one  where  workers  use  advanced,  costly
machinery that itself required a lot of labor to produce (the word “composition”
refers to how much so-called “dead labor” went into the machines on which the
“living labor” is now laboring). These are the workers in the vacuum labs making
nanometre-precise computing chips. An economy with a low organic composition
of capital is one where workers labor with their hands or simple tools, cutting
sugar cane with machetes as day laborers. Their work is called “unskilled” and
their wages are proportionately lower.

In 1977, Mauro argued that in Latin America, only Brazil had both the medium
organic composition and the relatively autonomous expansionist policy. But what



about today? And what about in other regions?

Generalizing the Concept
Are there  sub-imperialists  in  South Asia?  Pakistan exercises  its  ambitions  in
Afghanistan under U.S. hegemony. Imran Khan was overthrown in a coup for
withdrawing support for the U.S. occupation of Afghanistan; his successors have
worked hard to prove their subordination to the hegemon. India meddles in the
affairs of its small  neighbors like Bhutan and does so under U.S. hegemony;
Western corporations  certainly  have an immense footprint  in  both India  and
Pakistan.

In the Middle East, Saudi Arabia and Turkey qualify as sub-imperialists though
both showcase how each sub-imperialist is a special case. In Africa, South Africa
has been analyzed as a sub-imperialist and tiny Rwanda could well qualify as a
Central African version.

Who doesn’t fit? None of the U.S. Five Eyes partners (Australia, New Zealand,
Canada, or UK) nor Japan, nor Israel, since all are high-income countries with
higher than “medium” organic composition of capital.

Nor do China, Russia, or Iran fit the sub-imperialist mold. They may exercise
hegemony—or  contest  it—in  their  regions,  but  they  do  not  do  so  under  the
umbrella of U.S. hegemony.

This brings us back to Brazil and to the changes in the world since the writings of
Mauro and Galeano on sub-imperialism.

Sub-Imperialism and Multipolarity
Until very recently, unilateral U.S. hegemony was the basic fact of world affairs.

No one could contest the U.S. invasions of Grenada, Panama, Iraq, or Haiti or its
destruction of Yugoslavia and Libya. But Russia and Iran did contest the U.S. plan
to dismantle Syria in 2015.

When Yemen voted against the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 1990, they were told that it
was “the most expensive vote they ever cast” and punished economically. But by
2022  many  countries  remained  neutral  in  the  Russia-Ukraine  War  despite
Western demands that they support Ukraine. India and China ignored Western
demands that they refuse to buy Russian energy, expanding a series of options for
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trading commodities in currencies other than the U.S. dollar. African countries
need  not  beg  Western  commercial  banks  for  development  finance:  they  can
examine Western offers side-by-side with the Chinese Belt and Road Initiative. In
2023, China brokered a peace deal that restored relations between Saudi Arabia
and Iran.

These developments reveal a historical change from a unipolar to a multipolar
world order. The world has been under unipolar Anglo-American hegemony since
the 1750s. There were world empires prior to that (notably the Spanish and
Portuguese)  but  China  and  India  each  had  around  25  percent  of  the  world
economy even at that time; a few centuries earlier, before the devastation of the
Americas, the world was even more multipolar, if much less globalized.

If we are indeed moving away from the unipolar historical pattern, current sub-
imperialists have some re-thinking to do: the U.S. umbrella is not what it once
was.

Sub-Imperialism or Multipolarity? Which Way for Brazil?

With Lula (Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva) back in the president’s office in Brazil as of
2023, the country faced this precise dilemma. In his previous tenure, Lula acted
as both a multipolarist and a sub-imperialist. An early proponent of multipolarity
(before the moment had even arrived) through his advocacy of BRICS (Brazil,
Russia, India, China, and South Africa) and of Latin American integration, Lula’s
Brazil played the sub-imperial role as well, leading the morally compromised and
disastrous UN mission to take over the U.S. occupation of Haiti. Some of the
military officers who led the Haiti occupation helped overthrow Lula’s party in the
coup that led to his jailing and eventually to Bolsonaro’s destructive presidency.

Bolsonaro was certainly, symbolically sub-imperialist: he saluted the U.S. flag and
marched under the Israeli one. But most of his time in office was characterized by
a disastrous COVID-19 response, genocidal policies against Indigenous peoples,
and a general incoherence on foreign policy. Bolsonaro participated in a regime
change stunt in Venezuela but tried to stay out of the Russia-Ukraine war.

Lula returned to office in a context of weaker domestic left-wing movements but a
stronger  multipolar  context.  Lula’s  Brazil  voted  with  the  West  in  the
condemnation of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine but Brazil  was told by Russian
diplomats that Russia understood the vote.
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There are economic considerations beyond the organic composition of capital that
can  drive  Global  South  leaders  back  into  the  criminal  arms  of  the
U.S.—dependence  on  natural  resource  exports  and  foodgrain  imports  are
tendencies that are difficult to reverse, especially in democracies like Brazil that
are vulnerable to coups or regression when the right-wing returns to power.

Perhaps Brazil will be the vanguard of multipolarity in the Americas, or the sub-
imperialist  agent  undermining  BRICS  from  the  inside.  The  changing  world
includes possibilities never contemplated by Galeano, Mauro, or Lenin.
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In Warsaw last February, President Joe Biden condemned the lawless Russian
invasion of Ukraine: “The idea that over 100,000 forces would invade another
country—since World War II, nothing like that has happened.” One month later
marked the 20th anniversary of the greatest U.S. foreign policy debacle since
Vietnam:  America’s  “war  of  choice”  against  Iraq,  with  130,000 U.S.  soldiers
invading the country to overthrow its government.

Given the scope of the folly, it is understandable that Biden would want to bury it
in a memory hole. Although not as Orwellian as Biden, much of the commentary
around the 20th anniversary similarly sought to explain or justify or diminish the
calamity. This isn’t surprising, since few of the perpetrators, propagandists, and
cheerleaders  who  drove  us  into  the  war  suffered  any  consequence.  Their
reputations  were  re-burnished;  their  stature  in  America’s  foreign  policy
establishment was retained. Bizarrely, those who led us into the disaster continue
to dominate America’s major media platforms, while those who warned against it
are largely pushed to the margins.

Putting a blush on the Iraq War is not an easy task. The Bush administration
touted its preventive war doctrine, scorned the need for America, at the height of
its unipolar moment, to seek authority from the United Nations, approval from
NATO  allies,  or  adherence  to  international  law.  Iraq  was  a  target  for
neoconservatives long before 9/11, as the propagandists at the Project for the
New American Century made clear. The push for the war began hours after 9/11,
despite the fact that Saddam Hussein was an avowed enemy of Al Qaeda. The
Bush administration campaigned to sell the threat, making it—as Secretary of
State Dean Acheson wrote at the beginning of the Cold War—“clearer than the
truth.” For message advice, the administration hired professional PR gurus—like
Charlotte  Beers,  the Queen of  Madison Avenue,  straight  from award-winning
campaigns hawking Uncle Ben’s Rice and Head & Shoulders Shampoo. From the
president on down, they sought to associate Saddam Hussein with 9/11, although
they had no evidence of a connection that did not exist. Then they focused on the
threat posed by Hussein’s alleged weapons of mass destruction. To overcome
skeptical CIA analysts, Vice President Dick Cheney formed his own intelligence
group,  while  über-lobbyist  John Rendon invented an Iraqi  National  Congress
headed by the nefarious financier Ahmed Chalabi, who provided “intelligence” on
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demand.

Despite the fearmongering, the administration faced the largest demonstrations
ever organized against a war before it began—what The New York Times termed
“a  new superpower.”  Germany,  France,  and  NATO refused  support;  the  UN
denied sanction. But reporters and editorialists for the mainstream media echoed
the administration’s claims; liberal pundits rushed to show their patriotic fervor.
With few exceptions, liberal politicians signed on to preserve their “credibility.”
The daily barrage of distortions and deceptions worked: on the eve of the war,
two-thirds of Americans thought Saddam Hussein was behind 9/11, and nearly
four-fifths thought he was on the verge of having nuclear weapons.

And so the catastrophe. The war cost the United States 4,600 dead, and over
30,000 wounded. Estimates of Iraqi casualties top 400,000, with a staggering 7
million  refugees  and  millions  more  internally  displaced.  Sectarian  conflict
savaged  Iraq.  A  new  generation  of  jihadists  arose  and  spread.  Iran  gained
influence in the region.

America’s reputation has not recovered to this day. Most of the world has stayed
out of the Russian-Ukraine conflict, dismissing U.S. hectoring about the “rules-
based international order” as hypocrisy. China’s influence spread as the United
States floundered in the endless wars in the Middle East. Americans are tired of
wars without victory. The press squandered its credibility. And the arrogance and
irresponsibility of foreign policy establishment was exposed—all contributing to
Donald Trump’s victory in 2016.

Twenty years later, the war’s advocates and apologists struggle to justify their
calamitous course, or to mollify judgments and achieve, in the words of Richard
Haas, former president of the Foreign Policy Association, “an elusive consensus
about the war’s legacy.”

One frequent excuse is that the war was a mistake or a tragedy, not a crime. The
administration, it’s argued, really did believe that Hussein had weapons of mass
destruction. It  was, Hal Brands writes in Foreign Affairs,  “an understandable
tragedy, born of honorable motive and genuine concerns.” Despite the lack of
evidence, a “critical mass of senior officials…talked one another into believing the
most readily available justification,” concluded Max Fisher in the Times. In fact,
the “war of choice” was the product of hubris, at a time when the United States
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was at the height of its power, driven by zealots who scorned law, evidence, and
the “rules-based order.” Or as Secretary of State Colin Powell put it, reviewing
the material provided for his UN speech, “This is bullshit.”

Others, risibly, suggest that Iraq is better off today as a result of the invasion.
Saddam Hussein was a bad man, “the one indisputably real WMD in Iraq,” Times
columnist Bret Stephens writes, justifying his support of the war. Getting rid of
him is a boon for the Iraqis, Stephens argues, with “Iraq, the Middle East and the
world better off for having gotten rid of a dangerous tyrant.” This breathtaking
conclusion can only be made by ignoring the devastation wrought on the country,
the region and America’s credibility. It is the same arrogance that led to regime
change in Libya, with the result once more a bloody civil war.

Some, like David Frum, the Bush speechwriter said to have coined the term “the
Axis  of  Evil”  (the  preposterous  grouping  of  Iraq  and  Iran—two  fervid
enemies—with  a  North  Korean  regime  that  neither  had  any  connection  to),
suggest the Iraqis bear much of the blame. We “offered Iraq a better future,”
Frum tweeted. “Whatever West’s mistakes; the sectarian war was a choice Iraqis
made for themselves.”

The price for failing to hold the perpetrators of this debacle accountable is that
their worldview still dominates America’s national security establishment. Biden
came into office pledging to create a foreign policy for the middle class, but he
has  proceeded  to  reaffirm  America’s  imperial  delusion—that  we  have  the
resources, wisdom, and charter to police the world, to counter Russia and China
in  their  own  neighborhoods,  while  chasing  terrorists,  dropping  bombs  from
drones in seven countries, and dispatching forces to over 100 countries across the
world.  We  sensibly  condemn  Russia’s  invasion  of  Ukraine  as  a  violation  of
international law. Yet Richard Haass, a charter member of our foreign policy
establishment, can write—apparently without irony—that the lesson to be drawn
from Iraq is not opposition to aggressive war but that “wars of choice should be
undertaken only with extreme care and consideration of  the likely costs and
benefits.” Surely, one of the enduring horrors of Iraq is that despite the calamity,
our foreign policy establishment remains unshaken, and its worldview remains
unchanged.
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